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Abstract. The Cauchy Problem for Dirac equations coupled through

scalar and Fermi interactions is considered in one space dimension. Global

solutions of finite energy are shown to exist, provided that either the

magnitude of the coupling constant or the L2(R')-norm of the initial data is

suitably restricted.

1. Introduction. We consider here global existence of solutions to Dirac

equations coupled through a "scalar" interaction

U. = aUx + MxßU-ig(V*ßV)ßU,
(1.1)

Vt = aVx + M2ßV-ig(U*ßU)ßV,

and through a "Fermi" interaction

Ut = aUx + MxßU - g(\V\2 + V*aV)ßU,
(1-2)

Vt = aVx + M2ßV - g(\U\   - U*aU)ßV.

Here the spinors U, V are two-component column vectors with components

U^\ U^ ', V^1', V^2', respectively. U* denotes the conjugate transpose of U,

and the 2x2 matrices a, ß satisfy a* = a, a2 = /, B* = -ß, ß2 = -/,

aß + ßa = 0.

We will be interested in establishing the existence of global finite energy

solutions of the above systems, that is, spinors U, V with

\U(t)\2Hi = \U(t)\22 + \Ux(t)\¡<<»

for each / > 0, with the same holding for V. The norms appearing on the right

above are taken in L2(RX).
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The three-dimensional versions of the above equations have been treated by

Chadam [2]. There, global existence and a scattering theory were established,

provided that either the coupling constant g or certain norms of the initial data

were suitably small. The proof depended on sufficiently rapid temporal decay

of free solutions (i.e. solutions of the linear Dirac equation) and of the Dirac

propagator. In the case of one space dimension, these quantities do not seem

to decay "fast enough" for the proof of [2] to apply. A second motivation for

the present work is that the methods recently developed for the Maxwell-Dirac

equations (cf. [1], [5]) do not apply. The reason is that for the Maxwell-Dirac

equations the interaction is "quadratic", in contrast to the "cubic" interaction

observed in (1.1), (1.2) above. Consequently, the estimates from [1] or [5],

when applied to (1.1), (1.2), contain "too many derivatives" and cannot be

used for global existence. Yet another interesting aspect of these equations is

the indefiniteness of the "energy integral". Both of the above systems possess

an invariant, called the "energy". It may be easily verified that, for (1.1), we

have

f   [U*aUx + V*aVx + Mx U*ßU + M2V*ßV- ig(U*ßU)(V*ßV)]dx

= const.

Due to the indefinite nature of the last term in the integrand, it is not at all

clear that any estimates can be derived from this. Even if the last term were

to enjoy a "positivity" property, any such resulting estimate, as is easily seen,

would be no stronger than that obtainable directly from the Sobolev inequality

in one dimension. It is interesting to note that this also occurs for certain

versions of the three-dimensional Maxwell-Dirac equations [4]. On the other

hand, the a priori estimate in one dimension for the Maxwell-Dirac and

Klein-Gordon-Dirac equations, derived from the energy integral, has yielded

global existence [5].

These peculiarities have prompted the present work in which we shall prove

(§2) the global existence of finite energy solutions to (1.1) and (1.2), provided

that either the magnitude of the coupling constant g or the L2 (Rx )-norm of the

Cauchy data is sufficiently small. The key estimate is a uniform bound, which

is obtained from an additional integral representation of the solution resulting

from integration of the systems along characteristics. Of importance here is the

"cone estimate" (Lemma 2.1). It is remarkable that the seemingly weak

conservation of charge relationship (equation (2.4), §2), from which the cone

estimate is derived, is strong enough to yield an existence proof.

All integrals to which no domain of integration is attached are taken over

Rx, and we shall write \u(t)\p for the spatial Lp(Rx )-norm of u(x,t), etc.
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2. Global existence. We shall find below that the two systems (1.1), (1.2) are,

with respect to existence, essentially the same. Therefore we shall first treat the

Fermi system (1.2), returning later to (1.1). It will be convenient to work with

the particular representations

«.-a-oV-'G-,)
of the Dirac matrices. This is justified since all representations of the Dirac

matrices are unitarily equivalent. We diagonalize a0 and define

K     } vx = V® + K<2>,       v2 = F<»> - F»),

and the corresponding vectors

(2.2b) u* = (h,,w2),   i>* = (?,,i>2).

Then (2.1) becomes the system

u. = AuY + M,Bu — g\vj\ Bu,

(2-3) \
vt = Avx + M2Bv — g\ux | Bv,

where

It is clear that A, B satisfy the same symmetry and anticommutation properties

as those previously demanded of a, ß, respectively.

The treatment of local existence of finite energy solutions (i.e. solutions with

lMWI//i> K0I//1 finite at each /) is well known (cf. [8]). One inverts the linear

part of (2.3) and obtains a nonlinear integral equation for the solutions u, v.

The spatial integral so obtained is a convolution of the Dirac propagator with

the nonlinearity, which is here essentially "cubic". In view of the one-dimen-

sional Sobolev inequality, such nonlinearities are Lipschitz on Hl(Rx), so

that the usual successive approximations converge locally in time over

H \R ') to a unique solution. Global existence will follow once we show that

the H l(R ')-norm of the solution remains finite for all / > 0 (cf. [8]). The rest

of this section is devoted to obtaining such estimates. For simplicity, we will

assume the Cauchy data are smooth and vanish sufficiently rapidly at

infinity.

We begin with the conservation of charge identity
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(2.4) (u*u\ = (u*Au)x,   (v*v)t = (v*Av)x.

These relationships are easily obtained as follows: one left-multiples the first

of equations (2.3), say, by «*, and takes the real part of the resulting

expression. The first of equations (2.4) follows, when we take into account the

symmetry property £* = -£. Obviously the second equation of (2.4) is

obtained in the same fashion. It follows from (2.4) that any solution satisfies

(2.5) |«(/)|2 = |M(o)|2,  K/)|2 = ko)|2.

We further exploit the conservation law (2.4) by proving the following, which

we call the "cone estimate":

Lemma 2.1. For arbitrary x, t we have

2 [' [\ux(x + t - s,s)\2 + \u2(x - t + s,s)\2]ds < |w(0)|2,

2/0' [\vx(x + t - s,s)\2 + \v2(x - t + s,s)\2]ds < \v(0)\¡.

Proof. Since both estimates follow from (2.4), it will suffice to establish the

first. Using the explicit form of A we get

u*Au = —\ux\   + \u2\

so that (2.4) takes the form

(2.6) 0 = (|Ml|2 + |W2|2),-(-|Ml|2 + |M2|2);c.

Let (x, t) with / > 0 be an arbitrary point, and let C = C(x, t) be the

backward characteristic cone through (x,t): C(x,t) = {(y,s): \y — x\ < /

- s,0 < s < /}. Then we integrate (2.6) over C and use Green's Theorem.

This gives

o-f,>»|2+N2)^ + (N2-N2)*
•'bdyC

with the boundary of C, bdy C, given by bdy C = £0 U C, U C2 where £0 is

the interval [x - t,x + t] on s = 0, and Cx = {(y,s): y = x + t — i,0<s

< /}, C2 = {(y,s): y = x-/ + j,0<j< /}. Thus an elementary calcula-

tion shows that

2/0' [\ux(x + t - s,s)\2 + \u2(x - / + s,s)\2]ds = /^' \u(y,0)\2dy

from which the lemma follows.
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The next lemma provides the crucial estimate, a uniform bound. As above,

let C = C(x, t) be the backward characteristic cone through an arbitrary point

(x, t) with t > 0. We write out the system (2.3) in components to get

"l, " ~\ - iM\ u2 + 'S\v2\  «2> vl, " ~\ - iM2vl + '2l"l I  v2>

u2¡ = u2x - iMx ux + ig\v2\2ux, v2¡ = v2x - iM2vx + ig\ux \2vx.

Since A is diagonal, the system (2.3) (and thus (2.7)) can be integrated on

characteristics (whose equations are dx/dt = ±1) to yield the following

integral representations:

(2.8)
Jrt 2

[-A/j + g\v2(x - t + s,s)\ ]u2(x — t + s,s)ds,
0

/•t 2
u2(x,t) = u20(x + t) + ijo [-Mx + g\v2(x + t - s,s)\ ]ux(x + t - s,s)ds,

J-t 2
[-M2 + g\ux(x - t + s,s)\ ]v2(x - t + s,s)ds,

rt 2

v2(x,t) = v20(x + t) + / I   [— M2 + g\ux(x 4- t — s,s) ]vx(x + t — s,s)ds.

Here h10, u20, vx0, v20 are the initial values of ux, u2, vx, and v2, respectively.

Now we have

Lemma 2.2. Let the condition g\u(0)\2\v(0)|2 < 2 be satisfied. Then there exist

continuous functions F, G such that

sup Info r)| < F(t),   sup\v(x,t)\ < G(t)   for all t> 0.
X X

Proof. From the first of equations (2.8) we have

l«l(*.0l < l«lo(* - ')\ + M\ f0  \U2(X - ' + s's)\ds

+gj0 h(* ~t + •*>•*)! I^^ ~f + s>s)\ds

( ' \x^2
< supl«10(jc)| + Mx tx/2(fo \u2(x - t + s,s)\2dsj

+g( sup \v2(x - t + s,s)\j(fQ \v2(x - t + s,s)\2ds)

.1/2

s
0<i</

1/2

x (Jo' ^X - l + S^2(h)
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where we have used the Schwarz inequality. Now the square integrals of u2, v2

here can be estimated above using Lemma 2.1. We thus obtain

\ux(x,t)\ < sup|«,0(*)| + Ai,|M(0)|2(//2),/2
X

+(g/2)(|w(0)|2K0)|2) sup \v2(x - t + s,s)\.

0<i<!

But the supremum of v2 above is certainly dominated by sup^^l^y,.*)!,

which we shall denote simply by supc|i>2|. Thus we have

\ux(x,t)\ < sup|«10(*)| + Ai,|M(0)|2(//2)1/2

(2.9)
+(g/2)(|«(0)|2k0)|2)sup|i>2|.

c

Now a domain of dependence argument (following from the representation

(2.8)) shows that (2.9) is valid for every point (x0, t0) E C. Hence we find from

(2.9) that

sup\ux\ < sup|t/10(x)| + Mx\u(0)\2(t/2)'

(2.10) C
+(g/2)(|«(0)|2|i/(0)|2)sup|t/2|.

c

We now estimate the last of equations (2.8) in the same manner. This yields

1/2

\v2(x,t)\ < \v20(x + t)\ + Ai2/,/2(/0' h(x + t - s,s)\2ds^j

+g( sup \ux(x + t - s,s)\j(fQ \ux(x + t-s,s)\2ds)

X^\vx(x + t-s,s)\2ds^j

< supl^WI + Ai2K0)|2(//2),/2 +(g/2)|M(0)|2K0)|2sup|Wl|.
x C

Therefore we have

sup|i>2| < sup|r20(x)| + Ai2|t;(0)|2(//2)1/2

(2.11) C
+(g/2)|«(0)|2K0)|2sup|«1|.

c

We now combine (2.10) and (2.11) to get
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sup|u,| < sup|«10(x)| + Mx\u(0)\2(t/2)X/2
C x

+(g/2) \u(0)\2 \v(0)\2 sup |f20(x)| +(g/2) |M(0)|2 \v(0)\2
X

X [a/2K0)|2(í/2),/2 + (g/2)|«(0)|2|K0)|2sup|Hl|].

Obviously a bound on supc|w, | results, provided (g2/4)|w(0)|2|f(0)|2 < 1, that

is, provided the hypothesis of the lemma is satisfied. Given this bound (call it

Fx(t) on supc|«,|) we find a bound G2(t), say, on supc|i/2| from (2.11). Then

from the second of equations (2.8) we have

it\X'2        r>    ,
\u2(x,t)\ < sup|«2o(x)| + Mx|«(0)|2(^J     +g]0 G¡(s)Fx(s)ds,

and the third of equations (2.8) yields

/A1/2        r>   ,
\vx(x,t)\ < sup|u,0W| + M2\v(0)\2^)    + gj0 F2(s)G2(s)ds.

Both of these expressions are finite for all x, t, and this proves the lemma.

After these preliminaries, we can now prove

Theorem 2.1. 77ze Cauchy Problem for the coupled Dirac system with "Fermi"

interaction (2.3) has a unique, global, finite energy solution, provided g|i<(0)|2

>(0)|2<2.  '

Proof. We need only show that the norms |hx(/)|2, \vx(t)\2 are finite at each

t > 0. We now differentiate the first of equations (2.3) with respect to x, and

left-multiply the result by u* to find

u*xutx = u*xAuxx + M\u*xBux - g(\v2\2)xu* Bu - g\v2\2u*Bux.

We conjugate this, add the result to the above equation, and integrate over x

to get

jtK(t)\l = 2gRef(\v2\2)xu*Buxdx

since B* = -B. An entirely similar calculation produces

£t\vx(t)\l = 2gRef(\ux\2)xv*Bvxdx.

It follows that
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K(t)\22 + MOI2 < k(o)l22 + k(o)l22

<

+4g/07[KII^2)J|»*£«J + \ux\\(ux)x\\v*Bvx\]dxds

const.   1 + J   sup\u(x,s)\sup\v(x,s)\ \ux(s)\2\vx(s)\2ds\

where we have used the Schwarz inequality. Applying the estimates of Lemma

2.2 we get

k(')l2 + \vx(t)\l < const- (x +/0' F(s)G(s)\ux(s)\2\vx(s)\2ds^

< const, (l +/o' £,(*)(!«»£ + k,(*)l2V)

where Fx (s) is a continuous function. Now Gronwall's inequality is applicable,

and yields the finiteness of the norms \u(t)\H¡, \v(t)\Hi for each / > 0, proving

the theorem.

We now turn to the scalar-coupled Dirac system (1.1). With the same

notation as (2.2a), (2.2b), we rewrite that system as

u, = Aux + MxBu- g(iV*ß0 V)Bu,
(2.12)

v, = Avx + M2Bv- g(iU*ß0 U)Bv.

Now

iU*ß0U - It/Of - |t/<2>|2 = |K", + u2)\2 - ||(M, - «2)|2 = Reuxü2

and, similarly, iV*ß0V = Ret>]i72. The integral equations which correspond

to (2.8) for this system become

(2.13)

ux(x,t) = ux0(x - t) + i I   [-Ai, + g Revx v2(x - t + s,s)]u2(x - t + s,s)ds,
JO

rt

u2(x,t) = UjqÍx + /) + / I [~M{ + g Re//j v2(x + t — s,$[uAx + / — 5,s)¿&,

f,(x,/) = y10(x - t) + i I   [-M2 + g Rew,ü2(x - / + s,s)]v2(x - t + s,s)ds,
JQ

v2(x,t) = v20(x + t) + i I   [-M2 + g Reuxü2(x + t - s,s)]vx(x + / - s,s)ds.
JQ

We note that the result of Lemma 2.1 is still valid, since its proof depended

only on the conservation of charge (2.4). Now the nonlinearities here are again

"cubic". Hence it is clear that the estimate on l«^/)^ |i^(/)|2 will go through
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as before, provided that a uniform estimate of the form presented in Lemma

2.2 holds. To derive such an estimate, we treat the first and third of equations

(2.13) above as before to find a bound on sup^uj, and hence a bound on

sup^t/, |, provided the condition g|w(0)|2|y(0)|2 < 2 is met. It is clear that the

second and the fourth of equations (2.13) may be similarly treated to give

uniform bounds on u2 and v2. We have thus proved the following:

Theorem 2.2. The Cauchy Problem for the scalar-coupled Dirac equations

(2.12) has a unique, global, finite energy solution, provided g\u(0)\2\v(0)\2 <C 2.
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